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WEBINAR: FORUM 6.0 POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT DE L’ESPRIT ENTREPRENEURIAL

Objectives -and expectations- on the webinar

The objectives of the webinar were:

- To provide a necessary space for presenting final results and debating such issues supported by developments done during the course of the action, whilst looking together on how to move ahead for scaling up current outcomes. The key objectives are:
  - Presenting revised final conceptual framework as a key milestone of the project.
  - Sharing self-evaluation tool in order to collect feed backs mainly regarding on contents and further strategical use of the tool.
  - Discussing and identifying key opportunities for scaling up project outcomes, focusing on how moving forward for labelling entrepreneurial centres contextualized within autonomy, vocational excellence and PPP policy framework in the country.

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT

The on-line event was somoonthly implemented in very effective manner. Around 80 participants attended the event showed to be very interested and involved in the debate. Participants were quite interested and involved in lively discussions and debates. Videos and presentaiions provided a good support for this as they were well acknowledged by audicence.

KEY OUTCOMES/CONCLUSIONS

- Conceptual framework has been acknowledged by participants. It will be a sound basis for further use among network of entrepreneurial centers -and leaders- in the country.
- The self assesment-tool has been higly acknowledged . The testing experience carried out by four enterpeneurial centers, which actively participated in the foum, served for assessing the good value of this tool .
- The Ministry will determine how labelizing centers will be done in the short term as way to consolidate work on done on the project.
• Tunis will be part ETF network of vocational excellence (ENE) as way forward for learning and cooperating at international level. Sharing this experience and addressing excellence as key dimension to steer VET network in the country.
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